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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Celeste Gómez has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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pazcón
In Honduras called pazcon a sieve of metal used in kitchens to separate the juice from the seeds.  So called sieve,
sieve, sieve, candara, the zarandillo and the shale Shaker.

queesbalor
It seems that someone who holds a bad spelling is asking " what is value ".   A word that carries two " " does not exist in
Spanish. MY OPINION

quiromantica
The word " palmistry " it comes from the Greek word cµ¹a do ¼±½aµ¯± and refers to the practice of divination through
the stripes in the hands.?  quiro means " 34 hand;.  This practice was common during the medieval obscurantism and
still survives among the superstitious of Europe. In Latin America is inspiring with the auto-denominados " Roma " that
you roam gaining by guessing the future and selling trinkets for good luck. The Bible condemns the practice as well as
the other mancias as the carto-mancia ( with letters ) etc.

urdemales
The word " urdemales " It is a compound word, devise comes from the latin " ord 'ri 34'; and it means schemed and
cautiously have something against someone, or to achieve any design.  "Devise evil " It is that malignant annoy, abuse,
take advantage, cheat search, etc.In 40 Chile; which are very social by not say aimed at Communists ) they tend to tick
all the right of urdemales.  Fairly used as a political epithet for the extreme right or the bourgeoisie. There are a few
Spanish tales of Perdo Urdemales which can be read on
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/archivos2/pdfs/MC0008934.pdfPublicados by Chileans, clear! Check them please.

wawita
Wawita is a quechua Word and means child, is a more common in the Peru South American voice.


